
10 Passes Game

Objectius 
• To improve coordination, passing and reception skills

• To learn how to create empty spaces in order to be free to receive the ball

• To learn specific vocabulary related to handball

• To be involved in a cooperative task

Descripció de la proposta 
Organization and steps to follow before the activity:
1. Explain the rules doing demonstrations
2. Make sure that everybody understands the rules of the game
3. Split the teams taking into account the leaders, motor skilled pupils and pupils with good English
language level in each group. 
4. Show the flashcards to each team
5. Make sure that everybody understands what they have to say during and after the game
6. Start the activity
7. Stop the activity when a team reaches the objective
8. Do the variants if required
9. Cooling down: give them the two writing activities and ask them for the culture questions.

Aspectes didàctics i metodològics 
RULES GIVEN TO THE STUDENTS
1. You have to pass the ball among the members of your team
2. If you do 10 passes and the ball doesn’t touch the floor, you will have a point
3. You can’t walk if you have the ball in your hands
4. When the ball falls down and touches the floor, the team that didn’t have the ball will play
5. It must be one step between the attacking and the defending player
6. You can’t touch or hit the ball if somebody holds it
7. Every time you receive the ball you have to say the pass’ number, if not, there will be a change of
possession.
8. You can’t pass the ball to the player that has just passed it to you
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INCLUSION AND VARIANTS
- Instead of 10 passes, facilitate the objective with less passes
- Defenders more or less active depending of the level (1m. of distance)
- It’s forbidden (or not) to repeat the pass (depending of the level)
- To limit the possession of the ball in the hands (depending of the level)
- Different kinds of passes
- If you receive the ball when it is an odd number pass, from that on, you will only be able to catch
the ball when it’s an odd number pass.
- Touch the X line after doing the pass
- All the members of the team must receive and pass the ball to reach the 10 passes objective.
- Once your team has achieved the 10 passes, you must pass the ball to a partner (King/Queen)
located in a special area. If he/she catches the ball, the team scores a point. 
- After doing a pass, the player must move looking for a free space
- After receiving a pass you have to bounce the ball

Continguts, competències i processos que es treballen de forma destacada 
CONTENT
First steps in handball:
To learn the specific vocabulary related to handball.
To understand the basic principles of the sport.
COMMUNICATION
- Vocabulary: to pass, to catch, to hold, one, two, three...until ten
- Structures: Sentences to learn, to memorize and to use during the game:

• I’ve intercepted the ball

• You haven’t said the number/bounced the ball

• It’s our turn

• Well done

• Never give up

• I’m alone, pass me the ball

• Give me five

• Good job
- Functions: Sentences to use at the end of the game as a report. The pupil has to describe what
has happened in the activity proposed:

• We have scored a point as a team because we have completed ten passes
respecting the rules

• We haven’t  scored a point  as a  team because we haven’t  completed ten
passes before them

Documents adjunts 
MP_Urbiola_plannedtasks_10passes_2014_nov_16.doc
MA_Urbiola_flashcard1.doc / MA_Urbiola_flashcard2.doc
MA_Urbiola_flashcard3.doc / MA_Urbiola_flashcrad4.doc
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